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fixed point free involution on Sl and the identity on the other com-

ponent, it is easy to see that:

/Sx XS2       \ /Si XS2       \
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VON NEUMANN REGULARITY IN JORDAN ALGEBRAS

CHESTER E. TSAI

In a Jordan algebra J (not necessarily finite-dimensional), an

element a is regular if there exists an element x in J such that

xUa = 2ia-x)-a — a2-x = a. The algebra is a regular algebra if every

element in J is regular (see [l, p. 246]). If J = A+, where A is an asso-

ciative algebra, then a is regular in / if, and only if, it is von Neu-

mann regular in the associative algebra A; that is if there exists an

element x in A such that ax a—a. The purpose of this note is to

carry out some analogous results for Jordan algebras (not necessarily

special Jordan algebras). The characteristic of the ground field K

is always assumed not to be two.

Throughout this paper, the following three identities will be used

quite frequently.

[ix-y)-d]-z+ [ix-z)-d]-y + [iyz)-d]-x = (*-y)-(rf-z)

+ ix ■ z) ■ id ■ y) + iyz)-id-x)        for all x, y, z, d in /.

(2) UxUy = UyUxUy       for all x, y in /.

UxVa-a = UaUxUa + Ua - 2Lia-x)Ua - 2Lia)Lix)Ua

+ 2Lix)Lia)Ua       for all a, x in /.

Identity (1) is the linearized form of the Jordan identity x2-(x-y)

= x-ix2-y). Identity (2), which is called the fundamental formula of

Jordan algebras, was proved in several places, (see, for example, [2]).
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For the proof of the identity (3), we shall first show

(4) Ua,xUa = (L(x-a) + L(a)L(x) - L(x)L(a))La.

If 7 = 4+ is a special Jordan algebra, then for any y in 7 we have

2yUa,xUa = (xUa)ya + ay(xUa)

= axaya + ayaxa

= %a(xay -f- axy -+- yxa + yax + yax -f- ayx + xya

+ xay — yxa — xya — axy — ayx) a

= 2a[(x-d) -y + (ya) -x — (x-y)-a]a

= 2y(L(x-a) + L(a)L(x) - L(x)L(a))Ua.

When 7 is an arbitrary Jordan algebra, the identity (4) is also

true. The validity is yielded by MacDonald's Theorem (see [2], [3]),

which states that any identity which holds for all special Jordan

algebras and which does not involve more than three variables and is

of degree at most one in one of these variables is valid for all Jordan

algebras.

Now we can show (3) by direct computation.

#,*.- = U,u. + Ua- 2UxU„,a = UaUxUa + Ua

- 2(L(a-x) + L(a)L(x) - L(x)L(a))Ua.

McCoy's lemma. In a Jordan algebra J, i/ xUa — a is regular /or

some x, a in J, then a is regular.

Proof. Let xUa—a=yU(Xua-a), then

a = xUa — yU(xUa-a)

- [* ~ yUaU, + 2yL(a-x) + 2yL(a)L(x) - 2yL(x)L(a) - y]Ua.

Thus a is regular.

Theorem 1. Let J be a Jordan algebra and D be an ideal in J. Then

J is regular if, and only if, both D and J/D are regular.

Proof. If J is regular, J/D is a homomorphic image of J, thus

J/D is regular. Furthermore, if a is in D, there exists d in J such that

dUa = a. But then a = dUa = dUaua = dUaUiUa = yUa, where y = dUaUd

is in D. Since D is an ideal, thus a is regular (in D).

Conversely, suppose both D and J/D are regular, and let a be an

element in 7. Let d = a+D and x = x+D such that d = xUa. Then

a—xUaED, but D is regular, hence, by McCoy's lemma, a is regular.
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Corollary. Let J be a Jordan algebra and 7>i, D2 be ideals in J such

that J/Di and J/D2 are both regular. Then J/DiC\D2 is regular.

Proof. Since (Di-\-D2)/D2 is an ideal in J/D2, its regularity is

proved by the theorem. But (Di+D2)/D2^Di/Dir\D2, the lat-

ter, thus, is also regular. Finally, applying the theorem to J/Di

~J/(Dir\D2)/Dii(Dlr>D2), we show J/Dif\D2 is regular.

Lemma 2. The sum of a finite number o/ regular ideals in J is a

regular ideal in J.

Proof. One needs to show 7>i +D2 is regular if both 7>i and D2 are.

However, this assertion is clear by the isomorphism 7>i+7>2/7>i

^Di/DiC\D2 and Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Any Jordan algebra J has a unique maximal regular

ideal M. J/M has no nonzero regular ideal.

Proof. The set M of elements of finite sums each lying in some

regular ideal of 7 is an ideal of 7. Every element of J17 is regular.

If M' is a regular ideal in J, by definition of M, M' + MQM, so

M'CM. Thus M is the unique maximal regular ideal in 7.

If J/M has a regular ideal D, then D = D/M where D is an ideal

in 7. Since D and M are both regular so is D, by Theorem 1. Hence

7>CJ7and 7> = 7l7and 7J = 0.
The author is in debt to the referee for his invaluable suggestion.
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